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Statement of purpose

This guidance document may be applied to adult patients presenting to Emergency

Departments within the Saint John region with diagnosed rapid atrial fibrillation and flutter

(RAFF). This document will cover AFF background, risk assessment and stratification, rate

versus rhythm control, stroke prevention as well as disposition.



Definitions

RAFF - rapid atrial fibrillation/flutter

AFF - atrial fibrillation/flutter

OAC - oral anticoagulation

DOAC - direct oral anticoagulation

SSE - stroke or systemic embolism
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Background

Rapid atrial fibrillation/flutter (RAAF) are two of the most commonly encountered

dysrhythmias in emergency departments (EDs). Acute onset AFF contributes to over 50,000

visits to Canadian emergency departments (EDs) annually.

While the diagnosis rarely poses a dilemma, the challenge can be deciding the best

treatment for the patient in front of you. Determining if atrial fibrillation is secondary to an

underlying medical illness helps us determine the optimal and safest management strategy

for our patients. Assuming that your patient is stable, we recommend a shared decision

making process with the provider and patient in deciding between rhythm control via

electrical or chemical cardioversion versus rate control. Of course, risk assessment for

stroke and systemic embolism (SSE) in the immediate period following cardioversion needs

to be balanced with the risk of the patient remaining in atrial fibrillation. Increasing

evidence has also shown that upwards of 50 % of patients spontaneously cardiovert within

48 hours of initiation of rate control agents. Furthermore, short and long term stroke risk

mitigation begins in the ED as emergency medicine providers can play a significant role in

reducing the risk of SSE.

The objective of Emergency Medicine Saint John RAFF Clinical ED Guideline is to provide a

quick reference that summarizes the best available evidence and includes an algorithm that

can aid the care provider at the patient’s side.
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Assessment and risk stratification
The assessment of a patient presenting in RAFF begins with the most basic of emergency

medicine distinctions; is your patient stable or unstable. Rapid determination of patient

stability and whether RAFF is the primary or secondary arrhythmia helps the provider

determine the best course of management for the patient. Rate and rhythm control in

secondary RAFF can be harmful as these patients often require the higher heart rate to

compensate for the underlying medical illness (see below). Other clues that may reveal that

AAF may be secondary include absence of palpitations, no sudden onset of symptoms,

permanent AFF, fever, pain or heart rate < 150 bpm. Management of secondary AFF

involves identification and aggressive treatment of the underlying cause.

Common RAFF precipitants.

● P - pulmonary embolism

● I - ischemia (cardiac)

● R - respiratory illness (pneumonia)

● T - thyroid disease / “thirsty”” (hypovolemia)

● S - sepsis

● C - cardiomyopathy (young or elderly, recent viral illness)

While RAFF and pre-excitation syndromes (e.g. WPW) can produce instability, truly unstable

RAFF is rare (severe chest pain, new onset hypotension, pulmonary edema), these patients

require immediate sedation and synchronized cardioversion and subsequent

anticoagulation (irrespective of the risk of SSE immediately following cardioversion) and

admission to hospital.

The majority of patients with isolated RAFF will be stable and further management depends

on short term SSE risk.
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Short term stroke and systemic embolism risk

Electrical or chemical cardioversion can increase short term stroke risk with AFF, often with

upfront risk in the first 7 days. Theorized mechanisms for increased SSE post cardioversion

are 1) development of thrombi during the AFF episode 2) transient atrial dysfunction

post-cardioversion 3) unknown factors for SSE irrespective of cardioversion status.

Objective risk factors for higher risk SSE include lack of or incorrect oral anticoagulant

(OAC) use, increased time from onset of symptoms, recent stroke or TIA in the previous 6

months or the presence of a mechanical valve or rheumatic valvular disease. A composite

of risk factors (CHADS65) also confers high short term and long term SSE risk in AFF

patients.

HIGH risk - These patients are high risk for stroke and rhythm control is contraindicated

● No therapeutic OAC >3 weeks AND 1) Onset of RAFF >24 h or unknown OR 2)

Stroke/TIA in previous 6 months OR 3) AAF >24hours and ≥2 CHADS65 risk factors

OR 4) Mechanical valve or rheumatic valve disease

LOW risk - Low risk for SSE following rhythm control

● None of the above high risk criteria, symptoms <24hrs, or therapeutic OAC >3

weeks.

Rate versus rhythm control

Rhythm control

This strategy is reserved for those truly unstable patients or low risk patients as detailed

above who are highly symptomatic or have extreme impairment in the quality of life due to

the arrhythmia. Supporting evidence shows that cardioversion is highly successful. The

recently published RAFF2 trial demonstrated greater than 90 % efficacy in conversion to

sinus rhythm to patients randomized to the drug-shock group (procainamide infusion and

subsequent cardioversion if still not in sinus) and the shock only group (immediate

cardioversion). The same study also showed that 52 % in the drug-shock group

cardioverted following the procainamide infusion protocol.
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● Chemical cardioversion is completed using the class 1A anti-arrhythmic

Procainamide at a dose of 15mg/kg IV in a bag of normal saline over 30-60min. If

successful the patient will cardiovert during the infusion or 15-30mins post

completion. If not successful in this time frame, move on to electrical cardioversion.

It is important to note that adverse effects for procainamide include hypotension,

bradycardia, and ventricular proarrhythmias. Avoid its use if there is existing

hypotension or the QRS or QTc visibly widens.

● Electrical cardioversion involves a full assessment of the patient and their

comorbidities in determining if they are good candidates for procedural sedation.

Synchronized cardioversion should be carried out at 200J for maximal first shock

success rate. Electrical cardioversion itself is very safe and the majority of

complications fall within the procedural sedation component of the procedure.

Rate Control

This strategy may be safest for the majority of patients, but especially for those at high risk

of stroke as detailed above. When choosing a rate control agent, first examine the patient's

medication history and do not cross classes of agents if not necessary, instead use the

medication the patient is already on. If the patient is naive to rate control agents, there has

been no demonstrable high level evidence that demonstrates superiority in one class from

the other. The two medications most commonly used for rate control in RAFF patients are

metoprolol and diltiazem.

The major concern with beta-blocker and calcium channel blocker use in rate control RAFF

is the risk of myocardial suppression in patients with acute heart failure. No one agent is

safer than the other. Clinically, these patients lack sudden onset of symptoms, often lack

palpitations and may have signs and symptoms of heart failure. They may also present with

low grade hypotension, a narrow pulse pressure and confusion. If possible, assessing your

patient’s cardiac function with PoCUS as it may reveal decreased heart function.
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Diltiazem is given 0.25mg/kg IV over 10 mins, repeating at 0.35mg/kg if not successful. Oral

dosing of diltiazem is typically initiated 30 minutes post heart rate reduction. Hypotension

is common with diltiazem and the infusion may need to be stopped. Diltiazem use is

contraindicated in patients with acute heart failure.

Metoprolol is given 2.5-5mg IV every 5-10 mins until rate controlled or hypotension. Oral

dosing of metoprolol is typically initiated 30 minutes post heart rate reduction. Fluid

boluses may be indicated in appropriate patients concurrent with rate control. Metoprolol

use is contraindicated in patients with acute heart failure.

Digoxin is the best agent in patients with acute heart failure and is dosed 0.25 to 0.5mg IV

over 5 min. It can also be added if other rate control agents are ineffective. Avoid its use in

pre-excitation syndromes like WPW. If using digoxin, inherently these patients are more

complex and consultation with cardiology can be helpful.

Short and long term stroke risk

Stroke risk with respect to AFF can be divided into short term and long term as we

discussed previously. Mechanistically, persistent AFF can lead to thrombus formation and

subsequent embolization with or without restoration of normal sinus rhythm. Post

cardioversion, “atrial stunning” can occur despite restoration of sinus rhythm, leading to

this second mechanism of SSE risk. This stunning can be observed following electrical,

chemical and even spontaneous cardioversion. RAFF rarely causes instability in ED patients

(chest pain, hypotension, acute heart failure). If it does, prompt electrical cardioversion is

the standard of care according to existing Advanced Cardiac Life Support (ACLS) protocols.

If the patient is at high risk for short or long term stroke risk, consider pre-treatment with

enoxaparin at 1mg/kg SC prior to cardioversion and subsequent initiation of oral

anticoagulants for the next dose.

In the ED, the biggest management dilemma is having a stable patient present with RAFF.

Patients may be unaware of onset of dysrhythmia. There has been considerable change in

management of stable RAFF based on the duration of symptoms. In a general sense, SSE

risk post cardioversion increases with duration of AFF, use of OAC and risk factors
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(CHADS65). With respect to short term stroke risk, there are no randomized controlled

studies comparing OAC post cardioversion versus placebo.

The challenging question that remains is what is the risk of SSE in CHADS65 negative

patients following cardioversion? The Canadian Cardiovascular Society recommends OAC

for 4 weeks in all cardioverted patients, irrespective of CHADS65 status in the 2018 and

2020 Atrial Fibrillation Update. This is in contrast to the 2018 CAEP Best Practices Guideline

for AFF in the ED, which recommends shared decision making for OAC use in CHADS65

negative patients cardioverted in the ED. This is based on observational registry studies

that show a low risk of stroke in RAFF <48h patients not on an OAC.

There is high level evidence to support that discharging patients from the ED with OAC can

significantly reduce the short and long term risk of SSE. Which OAC and dose will depend

on patient factors (medication coverage, risk profile, renal function, age, weight).

Multiple randomized trials completed comparing various DOACs to Warfarin have been

completed showing noninferiority. However due to the study design differences,

comparing DOAcs head to head is impossible. There is good evidence that selecting a

DOAC for most patients who require OAC for nonvalvular AF is a reasonable choice and the

skilled clinician should be familiar with at least two agents to aid in this discussion. Patients

with known mechanical heart valves of any type, as well as those with severe mitral

stenosis however require warfarin. If resources exist, an ED pharmacy consult could always

be initiated to explore best options in regard to patient coverage and efficacy.

Please refer to the EM Saint John RAFF Algorithm, with a more detailed list of OAC from

Thrombosis Canada below.
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Disposition and follow up

Majority of RAFF patients can be discharged home with outpatient follow up. Exceptions

include unstable patients who were cardioverted and patients with RAFF and acute heart

failure.

For patients presenting with first occurence of AFF, outpatient cardiology follow up is

recommended as these patients require ancillary testing (echocardiography), risk factor

modification and guidance for long term OAC use.

For patients with recurrent AFF, follow up with their primary care provider is recommended

unless there are other circumstances required for outpatient cardiology follow up.
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Patient resources

https://thrombosiscanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/M159-You-Have-Afib_Oct2016.pdf

https://thrombosiscanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/M159-Warfarin_Oct2016.pdf

https://thrombosiscanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/M159-Rivaroxaban_Oct2016.pdf

https://thrombosiscanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Apixaban_v2.pdf

https://thrombosiscanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Edoxaban-Final.pdf
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